
A Buddhist monk being treated at the newly set up dental clinic. We treat over 350 
children, teachers and monks in a month in our clinics. We aim to double the figure 
within a year.  

A Buddhist monk being treated at our dental clinic. We treat over 350 children, 
teachers and monks in a month. We aim to double the figure within a year. 
Thanks to the two visiting volunteer dentists, we increased our treatment of kids 
to over 1000 in July, BUT WE NEED MORE VOLUNTEER DENTISTS.
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What the Buddha Taught
It depends on who you ask 

By  ANDREW COOPER
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 People have always made sense of the present 
through understanding the past. Usually, we arrived 
past through a blend of myth, legend, spoken 
accounts of actual events, and perhaps written 
records. While historical studies often said to have 
begun in ancient Greece, with Heradorus, and 
Thucydides, it is only in the modern period that its 
methods have matured to become our definitive 
way of knowing, well, history.

For religions that trace themselves back to a 
specific person or revelation or event, modern 
historical study presents profound challenges. 
Contemporary practitioners of such religious 
traditions know the past in a way that our 
predecessors could not. We are far less free to 
project onto the past that face of the present; 
indeed, the narrative structures that give coherence 
to our traditions have been shown to rest on shaky 
ground, of they rest on any ground at all.

Traditionally in Buddhism, for a school or doctrine 
to be regarded as authentic, it must be traceable 
back to the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. Most 
often this has been done through scripture; schools 
or movements based themselves on particular 
texts said to be the Buddha's teachings. This was 
seldom only a matter of establishing legitimacy; 
it was usually tied as well to sectarian polemics 
about superiority. If, for example, you were a 
member of Japan's Tendai school, which is based 
on "The Lotus Sutra" you would know, based on 
the teachings of the sutra itself, that Sakyamuni, 
using skillful means, taught the path of the arhat, 
the so-called Hinayana or"lesser vehicle" to those 
of inferior capacity, and the path of the Bodhisattva, 
tha Mahayana "great vehicle" to those of greater 
capacity. In"The Lotus" which, according to 
students of the Tendai school, is the fulfillment  
and most perfect expression of his teaching, the 
Buddha reveals the Ekayana, the One vehicle that 
embraces and transcends all others. In Tendai, 
then, "The Lotus" provides a hierarchial model 
by which all the teachings attributed to Buddha 
can be affirmed, categorized, and integrated. Not 
incidentally, it is said that only through the teachings 
of "The Lotus Sutra" can one come to grasp this.

One finds a similar notion in Vajrayana- or "diamond 
vehicle" - Buddhism. Here, one again finds an idea of 
three vehicles, but it is not in a single sutra that the 
Buddha's teachings find their highest expression - in 
fact, it is not in a sutra at all. It is, rather, in a body of 
texts, the tantras. According to Vajrayana tradition, 
the Buddha turned the wheel of the dharma three 
times_ that is, he established three main categories 
of teachings: Hinayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana 
Like the Tendai scheme, Vajrayana provides an 
integrative and hierarchial model for organizing 
the full range of those teachings it recognizes as 
authoritative. It is different model from the Tendai 
one, but it is shaped by an internal logic that is much 
more same.

Like other Buddhist schools, Zen sought to establish 
its legitimacy, and its pre-eminence, by tracing 
itself back to Shakyamuni Buddha. Zen did this, 



While its claims to authenticity are hardly unass--
-ailable, history shows that, based on Buddhism's 
own criteria, the Theravada tradition holds the 
most authoritative body of teachings_that is, the 
earliest texts are closest thing we have to what 
the Buddha actually taught. Upon closer exami- 
-nation, however, history also shows that this very 
model for assessing authenticity and authority is 
outmoded and unsuited to the world in which we 
live.

For Buddhists, like christians or Muslims, a crucial 
article of faith has always been that the founder's 
life is the pivotal event in human history. But we 
now know that this very way of understanding 
a founding figure was in each case historically 
produced: shaped over time by interpretations 
within particular communities, with their own 
perspectives, interests, and ambitions. Religion 
says that the founder establishes the tradition, 
history shows how the tradition, in turn, establishes 
the founder. The tradition not only preserves 
however effectively, the teachings of the founder, 
it also constructs the narrative that explains why 
those teachings are worth preserving in the first 
place. Religions that trace their authority back to a 
founder are looking at a figure that is, for the most 
part, their own creation. And like each tradition 
itself, the founder is always changing.

History shows that religions constantly reinvent 
themselves as they move forward through time, 
perhaps never more so then when they believe 
themselves to be returning their roots in the 
past. Religion is and always has been a creative, 
evolving realm of human endeavor, always linked 
to the past, but always working out its meanings in 
the present.

This points to how critical historical study can 
open up to a dialogue with Buddhist tradition. In 
exploring the context in which texts and persons 
and events arose, critical historical inquiry can 
also reflect back and help one see past one's 
own culturally specific presuppositions. Historical 
study can, as well open up Buddhist tradition 
to a dialogue with the contemporary world. In 
seeing how the tradition has continually adapted, 
renewes, and re-created itself, we can better 
know how to set aside old sectarian arguments 
and anachronistic views and engage the serious 
challenges posed by our own best knowledge 
of the world, a world transformed by pluralism, 
science and history.
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however, not through scripture but through a direct 
"mind to mind" transmission, "outside the scriptures" 
and "beyond words and letters" which began when 
the Buddha recognized Mahakashyapa as the 
sole heir to his true and complete teachings, and 
which continued in an unbroken lineage down to 
Bodhidharma, who is said to have brought Zen from 
India to China. 

The problem with these and other such accounts 
- at least the historical problem - is that they are 
simply not true. The Buddha did not expound "The 
Lotus Sutra" he did not turn the wheel of the dharma 
three times, and he did not transmit his dharma to 
Mahakashyapa. We know today, because of the the 
findings of historical scholarship, that, other than in 
a mystical or visionary sense, these things simply 
did not happen. But we should not conclude that 
learned Buddhist masters of the past (and many of 
the present) doubted the stories they were citing 
to establish the legitimacy and authority of the 
traditions. Quite the contrary: given the traditional 
link between spiritual authenticity and the historical 
Buddha, and absent the modern historian's methods 
for discerning fact from legend, it would be inevitable, 
I think, that engagement with the teachings of a 
particular school would strengthen one's conviction in 
the account of their provenance. 

If one is trying to discern what Sakyamuni Buddha 
might actually have taught, the best place to look 
is in the Pali Canon, the body of scriptures of the 
Theravada school, as they are the oldest complete 
extant collection of Budhist texts. According to 
Theravada tradition, the canon, naturally represents 
the actual teachings of the Buddha. Not surprisingly, 
historical scholarship shows a more complex picture. 
We know that considerable portion of the canon_ for 
example, the Abhidhamma, or "higher teaching" _ 
did  not originate with the Buddha. As for the suttas 
(skt. Sutras), historians agree that the Buddha's 
discourses were mediated through processes of 
collection, systemization, editing, formalization of 
style, and four centuries of oral transmission before 
they were ever written down. Some feel that it is 
nonetheless fair to refer to at least some of the 
sutras as being, in substance if not precisely in form, 
the teachings of the Buddha;  others feel that "the 
teachings of the Buddha" is really more of a figure of 
speech that refers to the earliest strata of teachings. 
There is however, consenses among historians 
that when someone cites a saying attributed to the 
Buddha, what that person is quoting are not the 
words spoken by a single person but a text that was 
produced by many. 
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TO THE Sydneysiders who flocked to the Happiness and its Causes conference in early May, Hugh 
Mackay, the social researcher talked heresy. It was through sadness, disappointment, grief, failure 
and doubt that people learnt to grew, not happiness, he said. 

Nearly 2000 people will attend the two-day conference to hear a "smorgasbord of tools and 
techniques for a happier life" as the organiser, says in the brochure.

But Mr Mackay, skewering the notion that happiness was an objective to be pursued, argued that 
"without sadness we would never know what happiness is". Yet as a culture we had become almost 
afraid of sadness, putting it under the microscope in case it turned out to be "clinical depression" and 
pursuing the positive with an almost obsessive zeal.

"When parents say"I just want my children to be happy" I want to say"Is that all you want?". Mr 
Mackay said "An emotional monochrome?. Don't you want them to fail to say learn how to cope?"

To the "merchants of happiness" who advocated that people repeat each night three positive things 
that had happened to them during the day, "Mr Mackay asked "Why""

"Be Happy" strikes me as and old thing to say to anyone - just as odd, for example, as "be sad" he 
said. "If I had to wish them something it might be this: Be whole since wholeness strikes me as a far 
healthier more realistic goal than happiness.

But for Barbara Hendrickson, Professor of Psychology at the University of North Carolina, and 
principal investigator at the Positive Emotions and Psychophysiology Lab, people benefited in many 
ways from increasing the quantum of positive emotions they experienced.

They made better decisions, enjoyed better health, and improved emotional connections when they 
changed their lifestyle to include more "positivity"

Dr Fredrickson said some negativity was necessary, and there were times the expression of negative 
emotions was "exactly what is needed". But scientific research had shown a precise ratio of three 
positive to one negative emotion was needed to "tip your life flourishing".

Sydney Morning Herald, 06th May 2010

Reward yourself by volunteering in Cambodia. Join our English     
teachers and visiting dentists and computer teachers, to make a major difference to 
the lives of these wonderful children. Enjoy life in the charming little seaside town of 
Kampot. Living costs are quite small, around $200 a week.
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Our New Office, our first 
includes accomodation for 
Assistant Country Manager , 
Tank maintenance Officer and 
for Kampot Province Education 
Coordinator. Rent of $200 
a month is paid by Buddhist 
Library Trustees under the 
heading "Administration" under 
our policy of donations going to 
the project not to administration.

Some days in the Project can be 
disappointing: classroom with 
no water in the buckets , or kids 
who forgot to bring their bottles 
to school. But what was a joy 
was to find this very motivated 
director of Kdat Primary School 
in Kampot province who having 
got us to build two toilets there, 
proceeded to build a one meter 
high elevated tank into which he 
poured water from a well, water 
not suitable for drinking. Next, he 
laid underground pipes from the 
tank to siphon a steady trickle

of water into the water storage unit inside the toilet building for flushing of the squat toilets. 
Not only that but he then connected water to three large flower pots with wooden lids that 
he had converted into hand washing units in the garden shown in the photo. 

We are working on a Khmer language version of Dharmavision to circulate around schools 
in Cambodia, talking about water, health and education. Director will be a star in the first 
issue with a copy sent to the Cambodian Minister of Health there.

Our New Office
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T
This is a new classroom donated by Trustee FI Murray including desk sets and tiled floor. This 
was in answer to a request from the school to replace the overflow classroom built of Bamboo 
with a dirt floor. See photo above from Previous Dharma vision dated May 2009 . It is the same 
boy in the picture with a different hat loaned for the photo opportunity by Trustee Paget. Photo at 
midday with near empty class.

The Difference we make
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The Difference we make

We featured 6 of these huge old 
tanks in March 2010 Dharma 
vision leaking and empty. For 
around $150 we relined and 
repaired them with new guttering 
resulting 30,000 litres of drinking 
water for entire village.



This is the school room 
named Beuong Touk made 
of bamboo. Kids were  sitting 
on old bricks. We built desks 
and enclosed open walls 
with bamboo blinds. We 
provide through donations 
a teacher at $110 a month, 
small but much better than 
Government salaries, to 
teach 30 kids to read and 
write khmer.... that's reading, 
writing and arithmatic without 
which, a job is difficult apart 
from farming. We took the 
entire class to our dental 
clinic in our Hilux.........
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The block of old toilets along side these tanks have lost 3 doors. Would some kind Dharma 
Practitioner donate $100 so at least the girls can have some privacy......after all since we 
built tanks there at Savankiriasmey Primary they need the toilets !! Boys can make their own 

hard to believe? we have a photo! many kids booked for a return visit during the arrival of 02 
volunteer dentists this month to assist our hard working Dr. Kim and his 02 assistants. Our 
sewing class is making school uniforms for these lovely kids. More volunteer dentists and 
English teachers needed please.

 More Needs to be Done
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A Modest Awakening 
Ordinary Nirvana
By Andrew Olendzki

The earth shook at dawn and the devas rejoiced on that 
morning long ago when the wanderer Gotama attained 
nirvana by “Waking up” under the Bodhi tree to become 
Buddha. The sky rained flowers out of season, and the 
devas lamented forty-five years later as the Buddha passed 
away, between twin Sal trees in Kusinara, in what has 
come to be called the Parinirvana. These were two very 
different events that I believe require entirely different 
explanations. The first was a psychological event, focusing 
on extraordinary changes in the way experience gets 
constructed by the mind as it operates in the world; the 
second was a metaphysical event, having to do with issues 
of rebirth, post-mortem consciousness, and the emerging 
theology of a growing religious movement. In most popular 
discussions of awakening, however, the distinction between 
them gets blurred, which naturally leads to some confusion.

In the years between these two events, as the Buddha 
walked from town to village along the Ganges valley, people 
would come to him wanting to know what had happened to 
him under that tree, and whether they too might be able to 
accomplish the same feat. He talked about it in terms of a 
radical psychological transformation. Before the moment 
of awakening, he constructed suffering in the same way 
the rest of us do, forged in the fires of craving, but in the 
moment afterwards his mind and body were dramatically 
purified of all in wholesome or unskilled states. All the 
emotions rooted in greed, hatred and delusion were cut off, 
uprooted, annihilated, dried up, extinguished, withdrawn 
and otherwise abandoned once for all, such that its was 
no longer possible for them to manifest themselves in 
his experience. The Buddha spoke of it as finding peace, 
becoming cool, reaching safety, putting down the burden, 
attaining liberation, and he used a wide range of similar 
imagery to express the final, irreversible cessation of 
suffering. He continued to live for the duration of his natural 
life as any other man might-eating, sleeping, talking, and 
meditating – though as one who experiences an unshakable 
sense of well-being in the face of any and all conditions.

After the final passing away, when his body has been 
respectfully cleaned, wrapped and cremated, and the ashes 
distributed equitably, the question inevitable arose: How 
are we to understand what has just happened? What has 
become of our teacher? It was not appropriate to say the 
Buddha has gone to another realm, since he clearly said 
he had escaped this entire world system and would not be 
reborn in any of its various destinations. Neither was it fitting 
to say he died, since he also declared that he had defeated 
Mara, the lord of death, and had attained the deathless. 
All other available options for explaining his passing, 
encompassing subtle variations on the theme of existence 
and nonexistence, perception and non perception, seem 
also to have been considered and excluded, resulting in a 
profound and lasting paradox.

When asked earlier what happened to an awakened person 

after death, the teacher had famously remained silent. When 
pressed for an explanation, he responded by saying: It is 
wrongly posed question: no one can understand the answer; 
the means of expressing what happens just do not exist; or 
the issue is entirely irrelevant. We have our hands full dealing 
with experience as it presents itself each moment: trying to 
understand conceptually what is clearly beyond common 
experience is not a worthwhile use of the precious time 
remaining to us. Just let go of speculative views on the subject, 
focus skilfully on what is arising and passing away in direct 
experience, and you may see for yourself someday.

Of course, human nature being what it is, very few are capable 
of this a satisfactory answer. Splendid and nuanced treatments 
of the subjects are to be found in Sanskrit sutra, in Tibetan 
philosophical treatises, and in the rich visual imagery of East 
Asian art. However, since so many of the explanations of how 
to understand the parinirvana tend toward the cosmological, 
pointing quite beyond verifiable direct experience, I worry that 
the Buddha’s teaching about the nirvana as an accessible 
psychological transformation in this life has become 
overshadowed and even undervalued. This is not about calling 
these resolutions of the paradox into question, but rather about 
excavating and recovering a more modest view of nirvana from 
that silver of Buddhist tradition laid down during his lifetime.

What if the nirvana experience by the Buddha in Bodgaya turns 
out to be something considerably less magnificent than that of 
later mythic tradition, yet at the same time by virtue of its being 
actually attainable by ordinary folk, something of unparalleled 
value? The Buddha spoke of learning how to be deeply happy 
right here and now, no matter what circumstances we are 
facing. Even the existential challenges of our own impeding 
illness, aging, and death can be encompassed with the wisdom 
to acknowledge that all things change, to accept that there is no 
essence underlying it all, and nevertheless to be able to meet 
each moment without clinging to anything in the world.

The early texts tell us that the Buddha was able to lead many, 
many people- man and woman and outcast, aristocrat and 
merchant, monastic and layperson- to a state of no longest 
struggling with the human condition. I really do not know what 
happens to such a person at death, any more than I know what 
become of the Buddha. Somehow that seems less relevant than 
the remarkable prospect of attaining profound well-being simply 
by understanding the causes of suffering in lived experience, 
and managing to unravel those causes each moment as life 
unfolds.

The Buddha’ own description of his midlife transformation is compelling 
in its simplicity and immediacy.

Indeed, the sage who’s fully quenched
Rests at ease in every way:
No sense desire adheres to him
Whose fires have cooled, deprived of fuel.
All attachments have been severed
The heart’s been led away from pain;
Tranquil, he rests with utmost ease,
The mind has found its way to peace
-Cullavagga 6.4.4

Andrew Olendzki Ph.d, is the Executive director and Senior scholar at 
the Barre centre for Buddhist Studies, In Barre, Massachusetts, He is 
the editor of Insight Journal.
With the Courtesy of Tricycle June 2010 edition
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Remember the school in the salt marsh where kids were sitting on a bed and reading ? 
(Dharmavision September 2009) Top Photo. We made an exception to our policy of no 
regular food supplies which comes under the heading of "welfare" at this non formal Khmer 
class of 4 hours a day. Porridge 3 days a week and fruit 2 days a week. As you see we had to 
build a concrete floor so we could supply desks and chairs as well as uniforms made by our 
sewing class for special occations. The kids were also given several pieces of used clothing 
each.
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Community News
Mindfulness - Meditation              
PURE AND SIMPLE-

With Buddhist Psychologist & Meditation 
Teacher JOHN BARTER

04 week course, Every Thursday (10.15 - 12.15AM) 

Dates: 04, 11, 18 and 25 November 2010

Cost : $100, Concession $70

at the Buddhist Library, Camperdown
Bookings Essential. Info 9519 6054 or Email: 
library@buddhistlibrary.org.au

Buddhism in a Nutshell

By Aun Sukijjakhamin, Chien Hoong Gooi, Jim 
Teoh, Jonathan Shearman and Tina Ng 

Date: 25th September 2010 (Saturday) Time: 1 pm 
– 5 pm  By Donation

This is a short introductory course that covers the 
key aspects of Buddhist teachings and is suited for 
beginners and those who wish to gain an overview 
of the Buddha’s teachings. The course will be 
presented by a panel of lay Buddhist teachers 
from various backgrounds and will also be an 
excellent opportunity to ask all your questions about 
Buddhism.

at the Buddhist Library, Camperdown
Info 9519 6054 or Email: library@buddhistlibrary.
org.au

Morning Lujong: Indo-Tibetan Yoga 
and Meditation Classes – October 2010 
by Felicity Lodro at the Buddhist Library

06 week Course, Mondays 11 October - 15 
November @ 10.30AM

Bookings and Enquiries: Yeshe Nyima: Indo-Tibetan 
Yoga and Meditation
Phone 02 9893 9008, Mobile: 0449 579 509, Email: 
YesheNyima@live.com.au
Website: www.evaminstitute.org.au

Sydney 2010  - Public Talk

Why the Mind Experiences Hope and Doubt
by His Eminence Dzogchen Rinpoche
When: Thursday 21 st October at 7.00PM
Where: Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Redfern 
NSW 2016 ; Cost: $20.00/$15.00
Information & bookings: 0416 404 826 or 
nsw@shenpenaustralia.org

CHOD CEREMONY
Sonam Tenzin Rinpoche

Sunday 7th November 2010 - 10.00 AM - 12.30PM
where: Buddhist Library, Camperdown
Info Benh 9419 3683 or www.baromkagyu.org 
Regular Programmes at 
the Buddhist Library
Good Kamma and Meditation Class 7:00pm 
Tuesday Night Meditation and talk with Giles 
Barton, Grahame White, Chien Hoong Gooi 
and Jim Teoh

Wednesday Evening Meditation Class - Lotus 
Buds Group 7:30PM - 9:30PM
More Info: www.lotusbudsangha.org John 
Barclay 9559 8805 
Khanh Le Van 9543 2873

Zen Open Circle 6PM Friday Evenings with 
Susan Murphy.
More Info: 0413 646 377 or 
info@zenopencircle.org.au

Yoga and Meditation Class with Giles Barton 
10:00am Saturday Mornings

Library Opening Hours
Monday                         12:30 - 5:00pm
Tuesday                        12:30 - 7:00pm
(The library has extended hours for borrowing 
and browsing before the Tuesday Night Class)
Wednesday                   12:30 - 5:00pm
Thursday                       12:30 - 5:00pm
Friday                            12:30 - 5:00pm

Address: 90 - 92 Church Street Camperdown 
NSW 2050 Phone: (02) 9519 6054
Website: www.buddhistlibrary.org.au
Enq : & Bookings: library@buddhistlibrary.org.au



Behind the Exclusive 
Brethren - 
Michael Bachelard 
“One of the most sober and 
well-argued exposes I have 
ever read - Michael Bachelard 
reveals the Brethren’s God as 
Mammon, their behaviour  as 
that of schoolyard bullies, and 
their christianity all about self-
love- The Sunday Age

. The Stormy Search for the 
Self  - Christina Grof

In the Stormy Search for the self, 
Christina and Stanislav Grof, 
foremost authorities on the subject 
of spiritual emergence, draw on 
years of dramatic personal and 
professional experience with 
transformative states to explore 
these “spiritual emergencies” 

altered states so powerful they threaten to overwhelm 
the individual’s ordinary reality.

The Wise heart  - Jack Kornfield
In this major new work, one of 
the leading spiritual teachers of 
our time offers a radical approach 
to living in today’s world. Jack 
Kornfield, author of the classic A 
Path with heart, unlocks the secrets 
of the Buddhist tradition to show 
how we can fulfill our potential and 
transform the way we handle life’s 
challenges.

The Rise and the Fall of the 
Third Chimpanzee - 
Jared Diamond 
Winner of the 1992 science Book 
prize
More than 98% of human genes 
are shared with two species 
of chimpanzee. The “Third” 
chimpanzee is man. Jared 
Diamond surveys our lifestyle, 
culture, sexuality and destructive 

urges both towards ourselves and planet to explore the 
ways in which we are uniquely human
 yet still influenced by our animal origins.

Radiant Mind - Peter Fenner
 The Radiant Mind is a brilliant 
postmodern implementation of 
Buddhist nondual wisdom. Peter 
Fenner has taken the refind 
desconstructive practices that have 
liberated tens of thousands of Asian 
contemplatives and adapted them 
for effective Western use. I highly 
recommend it. 
ROBERT THURPMAN, PH.D 

Buddhist Scholar, Coloumbia University

Beyond Mindfulness  - 
Bhante Gunaratana
Countless people worldwide 
have made Bhante’s first book, 
“Mindfulness in Plain English”. 
Now after two decades, Bhante 
helps meditators of every variety 
and level of experience take their 
mindfulness practice to the next 
level-helping them go, in a word, 
beyond mindfulness, in the same 
warm, clear and friendly voice.

New Books at The Library
No Time to Lose - 
Pema Chodron 
In No Time to Lose, Pema Chodron 
reveals the traditional Buddhist 
teachings that guide her own life: 
Those of the Way of Bodhisattva, 
a text written by eight-century 
Shantideva.  This treasured work 
is relevant for our times, describing 
the steps we can take cultivate 
courage, caring, and joy - the keys 

to healing ourselves and our troubled world.

Mindfulness Teaching and 
Teaching Mindfulness  - 
Deborah Schoeberlein
By enhancing teachers’ and 
Students’ inner attention and 
Awareness, mindfulness has 
the potential to bring better 
and more significant education 
reforms than any legislative 
mandates, curricular revisions, or 
accountability programs. - from 
the Preface by Stephen G Viola 

Ph.d University of Missouri - St. Louis
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